BA Economics and Business with East European Studies (with a Year Abroad)

Welcome to SSEES at UCL! You made a good choice coming to SSEES to study Economics and Business with East European Studies. This programme equips you with transferable knowledge and skills in economics and business studies. We will use our research and teaching expertise to deliver education which will stay with you for the rest of your life.

Summer Reading List 2021 for new students

**Economics (core texts):**


Microeconomics, Global Edition Pearson; 8th edition (23 April 2018)


**Complementary Reading:**

Students who have already taken ‘A’ level Economics may find the following interesting:

Tim Harford, *The Undercover Economist*

John Kay, *The Truth about Markets: their Genius, their Limits, their Follies*


**Business Studies (BA Economics and Business)**


Mathematics and Statistics (BA Economics and Business)